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WESTERN RECORD 

 OLD WEST SHOOT ING SOC IETY  
CHABOT COWBOY SHOOTS -  WHERE REAL MEN SHOOT REAL GUNS   

SPECIAL APRIL 1ST ADDITION!!! 
SASS NEW RULE CHANGES ANNOUNCED!! 

NEW RIFLE AND SIXGUN REQUIREMENTS TO BE ANNOUNCED!!! 
NEW TARGETS SIZES REQUIRED!!!  
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For those who find fault in others work, spelling errors have been left in for there amusement. 

 
 

NEW HANDICAPPING RULE TO GO 
INTO AFFECT BY JUNE! 

  
 

TEN SECOND PENALTY ASSESSED 
FOR MISSING TARGET!! 

  
 

STOKING THE 97 NOW LEGAL! 
   

      
     The new rules from the Wild Bunch, 
SASS, and the Territorial Governors, have 
announced the new rules for 2024 and the 36-
volume set of rules will be available from Mr. 
Tully Mars for the low introductory price of 
$1,467.99.  Don’t worry it is worth it.  But lets 
summarize: 
 
Section 235.6(c); MAXIMUM TARGET 
SIZE:  To make the shoots more challenging 
the new targets will be a maximum of 3.75 
inches wide by 4.34 inches tall.   
 
Section 285.6.9(b);  MINIMUM TARGET 
DISTANCE:   The new minimum target 
distance for pistol targets will be 21.68 yards 
and for rifle is 38.14 yards. 
 
Section 1028.4; PISTOL/RIFLE CALIBER;  
Minimum pistol caliber will be .38, 159 grain 
with a minimum velocity of 1978 fps.  
Minimum rifle caliber is .40, 235 grain bullet 
with a minimum velocity of 2412 fps.  
 
Section 759.3.2;  PENALTIES:  To ease the 
math associated with scoring missing a target 
will result in a 10 second penalty, procedurals 
will not change. 
 

 
Section 159.3.5.6; SHOTGUNS:  The load 
two shoot two experiment is over, from now 
on the 97 can be stoked, yea baby, rack’m, 
stack’m and pack’em.   
 
Beginning in June a new handicapping 
system will be in place (similar to golf).  To 
be eligible for the handicapping a shooter 
submits 12 years of scores from an approved 
SASS match (along with a small fee).  The 
scores will be analyzed by the official 
handicap committee.  Based on the 
committees review the shooter will be given a 
handicap.  For example, lets take a random 
shooter, say Rowdy Yates, based on his prior 
shoots he would be assigned a handicap of  
160 seconds.  At the last Faultline shoot this 
would give Mr. Yates a score of 100.38 
seconds subsequently winning the match – 
yea.  
 
Section 974.8; MULLIGANS:  Each cowboy 
shoot will let a shooter have a minimum of 
one mulligan per shoot and they can be 
accumulated during the calendar year for a 
maximum of three mulligans. 
 
Well those are the most interesting rule 
changes, hope you enjoy them. 
 
Tres Pinos. 
 

 
 
 

 
HAVE A HAPPY APRIL 1ST. 

"CREDO QUIA ABSURDUM" 
 


